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Choices® System

Choices. We Make Them Easy.

It’s really all about what’s best for you. And we’ve made it easy with our Choices panel system. Whether it’s 
touch down places, collaborative team spaces, personal work stations or tailored, managerial offices, you’ll 
appreciate the proven quality and high performance solutions possible with Choices by Trendway. It’s really 
that easy.  
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SHOWN: Choices components, Pack and Intrinsic filing, IN seating.



SHOWN:  Choices system, Pack filing, Sketch R seating.
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Choices  System

No Limits. Simply Choices.

With the Choices system, creating unique, inspiring and highly functional spaces is simplified. Let daylight in 
with glass panels, choose work surface level power for greater user convenience, warm up the space with wood 
grain laminate, use mobile storage as guest seating. The choice is yours.     
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Choices  System

Responsible Choices.

The Choices system offers you highly sustainable options with the Trendway Less is More program. By selecting 
from a series of non-directional fabrics, and designing with rectangular work surfaces, you’ll help reduce waste 
yet compromise nothing when it comes to performance. Year after year, Choices panels will easily reconfigure 
to meet your company’s needs.     
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SHOWN ABOVE:  Choices system with Pack filing, IN seating (mobile pedestal                                                  
and overhead storage shown are not included in Less is More program).
SHOWN AT RIGHT: Choices system, Live seating.



SHOWN ABOVE: Contrada tiles with Choices components, Jet seating.
SHOWN AT LEFT: Contrada tiles and Contrada Raw.

Contrada®  System

A System with Substance.

Offering an impressive aesthetic with maximum design flexibility, Contrada lets you make a statement. 
Whether it’s well-dressed in wood veneer, or reflecting a more industrial and alternative look with Contrada 
Raw, this system offers tremendous breadth of surface material and design options. Combined with its unique 
architectural elements, Contrada creates an upscale ambience. 
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Contrada   System

Exceptional.

Whether it’s full ceiling-height private offices or open collaborative spaces, Contrada has the elements you 
need. This 3¼” frame and tile system offers exceptional flexibility to handle power and data requirements. 
Frame heights can extend up to 133” with a choice of tile height ranges from 6” to 36”. Combined with 
compatible Trendway Choices, Trig™ Desking and Intrinsic® Freestanding elements, Contrada provides 
unmatched design freedom.
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SHOWN: Contrada tiles with Choices work surfaces and filing, IN seating.



Create active spaces with Trendway Training Tables. Whether you need a conference area today, a training room                 
tomorrow, or a project space next week, you can do it all with the same Trendway furniture.   

Trendway Tables are designed to meet your many needs. From power and data handling capability to a wide range of 
standard and special sizes, from your choice of mobile, fixed or flip tops for nesting storage to your choice of standard        
or optional COM surface materials, you’ll find just what you need. 

 

Flexible Furniture for Changing Needs.
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Choices Tables

SHOWN ABOVE:  Choices training tables, Live seating.
SHOWN AT RIGHT: Choices flip top table on casters. Choices cafe height table with Jet stools.'



Choices Details

Contrada Details

Choices and Contrada Options

Choices P Leg work surface 
supports create an open 
aesthetic.

Counter Caps provide a 
transaction or reception 
work surface.

Power can be specified at  
the base raceway or above 
the work surface.

Upper storage options can add 
a personal touch to an office.

Optional tackboards.

Contrada Power Arch divides 
space, distributes power 
and data. 

Unique bullnose edge option 
for Contrada tables and work 
surfaces.

Glazed panels for greater 
visual access.

Storage gets mobile and 
serves as guest seating.

Power/data access options in  
6” vertical increments. 

A wide array of tile options, 
including fabric, veneer, 
glazed, perforated steel, 
laminate, power, data, 
slatwall and passage.

Fusion Maple Wild Cherry  Empire                     Chocolate               Charcoal
                                        Mahogany Pear 

White Nebula Natural Tigris  Titanium EV         Windswept             Vous Metal
   Bronze

Over 80 laminate color options

Designer 
White 

Light Gray Sand Slate Grey Woodlawn 
Cherry 

Beigewood Windswept New Age Oak Fonthill Pear Brazilwood

Streamline Pull             Classic Pull                         Designer Pull                            Mod2 Pull*

Standard trim colors* in 3 finish options (smooth, textured, frost).

*Coming Spring 2012 — Designer White and Platinum trim, Mod2 pull.

   Visit Trendway.com to learn more about Choices and Contrada.

Sand  Pebble  Stucco   Light Gray   Gray    Charcoal

Standard pull finish - brushed nickel

Choices System | Many options surround the Trendway Choices panel system with its slim, 2” platform.

Contrada System | The 3¼” Contrada frame and tile system offers many unique features. 
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